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Learn 
+ 

Grow
SPLISH SPLASH WATER PARK
Create a water flow by turning the crank, watch the 
sea creatures bob through the channel... experiment 
and play safely with water. Rec 18mnths + 
$114.95

OZZY KANGAROO
A soft washable toy to engage an exploring 
babe. Sounds, colour, beads, flaps, shaker 
and friend to love. Rec 0+ 
$49.95

SENSORY BALL PIT
Pop up play space. Sit, roll or 
play with the balls- throw or post 
through the hole.  Peek-a-boo 
mesh, interactive ribbons. Inc. 20 
balls. 30x80x80cm. 
Rec 6-36mths+ 
$59.95

TAKE ALONG NOAHS ARK
This floating ark with take-along 
handle has 2 of each animal (of 
course!) whilst the deck opens for 
storage. Rec 18mths + 
$59.95

Whoosit WATER MAT
Use for tummy time- 
encouraging babes to touch 
the colorful floating objects 
inside. Rec 0+ 
$34.95

WAGON WITH BLOCKS
Ist wheels!! Safe and sturdy in 
wood, helps develop confidence 
to stand and move! 42x42x28.5cm 
Rec 18mths 
$99.95

Playmobil 1.2.3. ranges larger 
rounded pcs for younger hands.



PETILOU ACTIVITY TABLE
A busy table for busy fingers! 
Explore the centerpiece bead maze, 
shape sorter, xylophone, cogs and 
more. FSC sourced wood. 
52x50x35cm. Rec 18mths+ 
$149.95

MAGNETIC COLOURED FISHING
Take a break and go fishing. 2 fishing 
rods and 12 different underwater wood 
creatures to catch. Rec 2-4 yrs 
$29.95

STACKING ABACUS
Untreated birch wood make 
these towers that enhance 
coordination and motor skills. 
Sort interesting shapes by size 
or colour.  FSC Certified wood.  
Rec 2yrs+ 
$29.95

EGG and DINO PUZZLE
Lift the eggs and see what is inside! This 2 
layer puzzle has 6 different-sized dinosaurs 
under 6 different-sized eggs to sort. 
Rec 18mths+ 
$29.95

Splash N Play RESCUE RAFT
Bathtime funtime! The raft casts 
lights into the water & makes 
bubbles. 2 AA Batteries included 
2yrs+ wood. 15cm. 18mths+ 
$25.95

OCEAN STACKING ANIMALS
Adventurous ocean animals for play in a variety of ways – stack, 
balance, imagine...Rec 18 mnths+ FSC sourced wood, chip resist 
paint.
$29.95

AUSTRALIAN ANIMAL PUZZLE
A chunky wooden puzzle 
developing early stack, sort, count 
skills. 29x21cm. Rec 18 mths+ 
$24.95

ULTIMATE SAND & 
WATER PLAYTABLE
Play outside in the shade 
with friends, use sand or 
water- tip-pour-splash-mix. 
Access Included. Rec 2yrs+ 
$119.95
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Play Like A Grown Up
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Man TGA BREAKDOWN TRUCK with 4wd
Bruder quality – action packed play with toys that 
replicate the working versions. They are tough, 
intricate and made to play.  Choose tow truck with 
4wd. Rec 4yrs+ 
$110.95

Man CONSTRUCTION TRUCK with LOADER
Includes both the MAN construction truck and a 
wheeled loader so that the fun can begin straight 
away. Rec 3yrs +
$110.95

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT SET
This 7pc set is a simple starter! 
$29.95

MY FIRST RC HOVERCRAFT
A fun first amphibious remote control for young children. 
Simple control unit. 13x21.5x14cm. Rec 3yrs+ 
$44.95

FARM PLAYSET
Encourage role play with this farm set, includes a barn, stables, and menagerie of farm animals.
51x38x22cm. 3yrs+ 
$124.95

ALPHABET & ANIMAL PARADE
26-piece, wooden puzzle with wild animals on 
one side and the alphabet on the other. Puzzle 
stands upright on the table. Rec 3yrs+
$34.95

HAPPY CRUISER TAKE APART CRANE
A clever take apart toy with nifty battery screw-
driver. Choose the drill bit needed to remove 
then reassemble the working crane.  Rec 3yrs+ 
$44.95

Catalogue ExclusiveCatalogue Exclusive
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GREEN KITCHEN
Truly truly scrumptious! Gorgeous 
wooden kitchen- complete with cook-
ing pots, pans & utensils. Stylish first 
kitchen. 48x70x30cm Rec 3yrs+ 
$129.95

MINI ICECREAM SHOP
Dessert heaven! Imagine 
the joyous play to be had 
with ice-creams! Be the 
host or the connoisseur. 
44x44x26. Rec 3yrs+ 
$99.95

DOLL NURSING SET
Stunning chic nappy bag filled 
with wooden accessories to keep 
your dolly happy. Rec 2yrs + 
$39.95

BARRISTA COFFEE MAKER
Coffee for 2? Wooden cups, pods and machine to create your 
own cafe experience at home. 28x10x21cm. Rec 3yrs + 
$79.95

PURE BABY DOLL
Beautiful baby doll with life-like 
expressions and poses, movable 
head and limbs, satiny soft skin. 
35cm. Rec 18mths + 
$44.95

Hot Price!Hot Price!

KIDS KITCHEN COOKING SET
Contemporary 10pc set turns your 
childs’ imagination and play into 
chef for the day. Rec 3yrs+ 
$44.95

Invite an Aussie girl home, 
meet Emily in her checked 
shirt and Matilda in Aussie 
colours. Young ladies with 
a story and ready to make 
a new best friend. BONUS 
hairbrush with each doll. 
50cm.  Rec 4yrs+
$159.95

AUSTRALIAN GIRL
MATILDA or EMILY

PRAM and 
DOLL CARRIER
Dolly Bundle!! A sweet 
pair ready to carry and 
cradle your precious 
babies. Pram height 60cm. 
Basket 42 x 22cmwide.
$99.95
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BLACK WIDOW KITE
A kite for serious fliers. Dual string for stealth, 
swooping and diving, compact 1.5m wingspan. 
Rec 9yrs+ 
$44.95

LORIKEET KITE
Watch your own Lorikeet soar in the 
sky. A wide 1.5m wingspan, single 
string kite. Rec 5yrs+ 
$29.95

SHARK KITE
A clever delta shaped kite: big 

1.8m wide wings & a stable wide 
tail helps this sky shark fly well on 

a single string. Rec 5yrs+ 
$29.95

BOCCE
Classic family game – 
beach, backyard park 
or party! Suits up to 4 
players. 
$24.95

SpyX WALKIE TALKIES
Backyard fun OR spy’s stealth 
communication tool. Talk to up to 
120 metres away. 6yrs+ 
$29.95

RED WAGON
MUST HAVE!! A classic toy 
for every family- so many 
childhood memories will 
be made with this red tin 
wagon! 55x30x10cm 3yrs+ 
$59.95

SpyX SPY RECON WATCH
FuN! 8-in-1 watch essential - 
a gadget for apprentice spy’s! 
6yrs+ 
$24.95

DRAGON HAWKE LIGHT UP BIRD
The ultimate inanimate toy- shake to 
play – lifelike flying, fluttering climbing & 
diving. USB charge. 
$39.95
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MINI MICROSCOOTER LED
LED wheels light up as you scoot! Ideal size for pre-schoolers, the lean-to-steer system 
supports the development of balance and co-ordination. Adjustable handlebars, 
lightweight body and silicone deck are standard features in this outstanding first set of wheels! 
$169.95

SCOOTASEATZ
Leave no toy behind!! Take your bestie with 
you as you travel and play all day!! 
$29.95

RING FLYER
Ready to run? Jump! Throw, flick and play 
together with this essential outside toy! Wrapped 
in silicone, gentle on little fingers. Rec 5yrs+  
$9.95

MICROSCOOTER HELMET
Lightweight, with vents for comfort. 
Rear LED with 3 modes. A matt finish 
helmet for both kids and teens. Sm. 
48-53cm or med. 52-56cm 
$69.95

BUBBLE SHARK
OHH such fun for toddlers to chase catch 
and pOp!! Streams of BuBBleS!! Rec 3yrs+ 
$16.95

5 in 1 BEACH SET
Beach toys, packed and ready to go! 
Bucket, castle bucket, sieve, spades. 

Easy to store and carry. 
$29.95

ARCHERY SET
Aim well- shoot at the cardboard 
target with these toy suction 
darts. Rec 5yrs+ 
$22.95

POOL BADMINTON
Great for the beach , pool or 
backyard. The whole family can play 
for fun with the soft mesh racquets. 
$19.95

SLASHER 400 CRICKET SET
The ultimate Aussie pastime – 
backyard cricket! Bat, ball stumps and 
bails – the trophy for Ashes champions! 
$26.95

MINI HORNIT NANO
The perfect bike horn!  With 15 
sounds (burp, fart, wolf, trumpet.. 
etc ) and three light settings, 
you will hear wherever they are 
outside! 
$24.95
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WINDPOWER FLYER
Build a futuristic machine and 

watch it jet off by transforming wind 
into kinetic energy! Learn about wind 

propeller propulsion. 10yrs+  
$34.95

DaVinci HELICOPTER
Build your own working model of 
The Aerial Screw, one of Da Vinci’s 
famous designs. It uses a bevel 
gear, to spin the canopy. 
38 x 23 cm wide. 8yrs+ 
$39.95

VEX EXCAVATOR
Step-by-step instructions to build this excavator - the first 
step in hours of realistic play! Age 8yrs+
$54.95

VEX CONSTRUCTION ZONE
Serious fun! Lift, dump, build the 
crane... its functions like the real 
thing! Build the dump truck, build the 
backhoe – play all day. 8yrs+ 
$119.95

OCTOPUS CLAW
Build it yourself! Your own 
mechanical octopus gripper. Grabs 
and wrap around an object like a 
real tentacle would! 8yrs+ 
$24.95

XTREME BOTS - Mazzy
STEAM power!  Build & program 2 

different bots – robot or off-road 
vehicle.  Mazzy will follow 

programmed commands in the 
robot or the APP. Rec 8yrs+ 

$89.95
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MARBLE RUN
45 pcs of transparent 

interlocking chutes, bridges, 
pillars, and spinning wheels 

can all be combined in 
countless configurations. 4yrs+ 

$44.95

SHIFU GLOBE
An amazing educational 

tool- explore, play fun 
games & learn about the 

world through an app. Let 
learning be guided by the 

childs interests. 
Compatible with most 

current devices. Rec 4yrs+ 
$99.95

MICROSCOPE
Take a closer look at your world! This 
36pce set inc. blank and prepared 
slides. 18x and 90x magnification 
eyepieces. 3 levels of magnification: 
25x, 50x and 100x. Rec 8yrs+ 
$69.95

TELESCOPE 50mm
Look to the stars!! Gaze across the 
road or to the mountains. Inc 18x 
and 90x magnification eyepieces. 
Table-top tripod.  50mm 
objective lens. 8 yrs+ 
$99.95  

DINOSAUR CRYSTAL TERRARIUM 
Grow your own crystals and make an 
awesome dinosaur & crystal terrarium! 
Rec 10yrs+ 
$34.95

UNICORN CRYSTAL TERRARIUM
Grow a crystal and use to decorate your own 
magical unicorn wonderland. Rec 10yrs+ 
$24.95

Discover 
Our 
World

AMAZING TIGHTROPE 
WALKING GYROBOT
Build your own tightrope walking 
robot. Learn about the physics 
of the gyroscope. Rec 8yrs+ 
$69.95

MAGNETIC INTRUDER ALARM
Build an alarm based on how a 
magnetic switch works in an electrical 
circuit. Rec 5yrs+
$24.95
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AUSTRALIA GEOGRAPHY GAME
Collect landmark cards as you race around 
Australia. Be the first back to our capital with 
new knowledge every time! 2 levels of play, 
2-4 players. Rec 5+ 
$49.95

TACO HAT CAKE GIFT PIZZA
Keep these 5 crazy words in mind. Race against 
each other to SLAP a match between a card and 
spoken word. 3-8 players 8yrs+ 10 min play.
$19.95 

IQ DIGITS
Place all the puzzle pieces on the game board, while 
making sure the numbers add up. 120 challenges 7yrs+ 
$19.95

ZOOLIGANS
Who, where and when? Solve the 
puzzles detailing which zoo animal 
created the chaos! 60 challenges. 
1 or team play. 8yrs+ 
$39.95

DOGGY BAGS
You have to feed Franky by feel! 
Flip a card, can feel for & find the 
food in the bag? Don’t peek! 
2 players 3yrs+ 
$29.95

SHIFT SHOT
The Shift Shot moves about randomly –  
can you make a plan to get your ball 
into the pots? Rec 8+ 
$39.95



WE
LOVE
TOYSCHESS

French cut, 40cm folding wooden 
board. The pieces nestle safely inside 
ready for their next encounter. 
Rec 6yrs+ 2 players 
$59.95

SAVE THE DRAGON
3D tabletop stair climbing, knock ‘em over game! Dodge 
obstacles, protect yourself behind shields. The guards will try 
to knock you over & send you back to the start!! 
Rec 5yrs+. 2-4 players. 
$39.95

WHAT’S UP 
Junior?
Create a crazy fun 
story using the 
elements shown on 
the game cards. 2 or 
more players. 6yrs+ 
$19.95

TRAPBALL
A fast action game where the goal is 
to get the ring to slide under the ball, 
thus trapping it! 2 players. 6yrs+ 
$24.95

FEED FUZZY
Fuzzy has stretchy 
cheeks that gobble your 
acorns. A colour and 
counting game for 2-4 
players. 3yrs+ 
$34.95

STEADY SQUIRREL 
BRICK BALANCING GAME 

Use the squirrels to push the 
bricks, don’t make the acorn 

fall! 2 players. Rec 3+  
$24.95

PIZZA PARTY
Roll your dice to match the toppings on your 
slice. Keep rolling until they all match. Match 
more slices and dices to make a whole pie! 
Rec 6+ 2 players. 
$12.95 
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Christmas!
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WINGED MOBILE
Make a mobile with beautiful butterfly and 
firefly wings, with GID beads. Rec 7yrs+ 
$26.95

JUICY X SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL 
STARLIGHT BRACELETS
Use Swarovski crystals to create your own 
‘Couture’ jewellery with this complete kit. 
Rec 8yrs+ 
$39.95

6  FOAM MARKERS 
Handy, clean, clever - these 
paint marker tubes make craft 
quick to start and a breeze to 
tidy! Rec 18mths.
$19.95

DIY PRINCESS TIARA
4 gorgeous tiaras to 

assemble for a princess 
to wear and play. Jewels 

included. Rec 5yrs+ 
$19.95

DIY PAPER SABER
Arrggh Ahoy!  Create 
3 swords and get your 
buccaneers ready to 
battle. Rec 5yrs+ 
$19.95

Creato SHIMMER SHARK & OCEAN



FAIRY LIGHT
Decorate your very own fairy 
themed bulb shaped night-light 
with six colour-changing lights. 
Rec 5yrs+ 
$24.95

STRING ART MANDALA
Easy and fun, you stretch the thread, between 
one peg and another and, magically, infinite 
coloured patterns are formed. Rec 8yrs+ 
$44.95

DAZZLE-BY-NUMBER
Create 2 bedazzled masterpieces! 
Apply micro-gems to adhesive 
templates by following the numbers. 
Rec 7yrs+ 
$26.95
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Creato SPARKLE UNICORN 
& FRIENDS
140 unique Creato pieces build 
and rebuild to make a unicorn, 
bunny, polar bear – or, shark 
octopus fish...& more!!  String 
lights included to illuminate your 
masterpieces! Choose Shark or 
Unicorn. Rec 9yrs+. 
$49.95

HUGS PAPER COLLAGE
A sweet collage craft-ivity to 
create 4 textured 
designs of animals 
hugging. Adhesive stickers 
make his mess free! 3yrs+ 
$16.95

WOODEN WEAVING FRAME
For busy hands & thoughtful minds. Weave a 
mat, coaster or dream catcher. 3 styles of yarn 
included with the FSC certified wooden frame. 
Rec 3yrs+ 
$29.95

CRYSTAL TWISTS CREATION KIT
Simply unique creations will flow with 
this supple wire and beads kit. Great 
results inspire confidence and stimulate 
imagination... Rec 8yrs+ 
$39.95

Catalogue ExclusiveCatalogue Exclusive



PUZZLING
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OWLS & BIRDS
Be lulled by the concert of birds, sleeping owls and curious little creatures coming 
out of their hiding places. 1000pc new, super long format! Rec 9yrs+ FSC paper. 
$28.95

BOB THE ROBOT
An AI new member of the 
silhouette puzzles family. 
36pcs for emerging puzzlers 
– complete the scene and 
then use the  box to decorate 
a bedroom! Rec 4yrs+ 
$25.95

MONTESSORI TOUCH ABC
Simple fun graphics on self 
correcting 2 piece jigsaws 
encourage children to associate 
beginning sounds & word length. 
Inspired by the Montessori 
method, each letter tile has tactile 
print. Rec 3-6 yrs
$24.95

JUNGLE JOURNEY
3 steps- puzzle it, solve the riddle and 
ESCAPE experience! Search the 368pc puzzle for 
hidden riddles. (Solution included!) Rec 9yrs+ 70x50cm. 
$26.95

SASSI BOOK & UNICORN PUZZLE
The magic and charm of unicorns shine through 
in this rhyming tale! The pretty 100pc puzzle 
completes the magic. 50x40cm. 5yrs+ 
FSC certified card stock 
$29.95

TREEHOUSE
A tricky 200pc puzzle, Djeco designers have woven 
repeated designs through this flowering tree 
canopy. Rec 6yrs+  FSC certified paper. 
$28.95

SASSI BOOK & DRAGON PUZZLE
A terrifying fire-breathing dragon is holding a 

princess captive in a tower... who will save her? 
Complete the 100pc puzzle, read the story. 

50x40cm 5yrs+. FSC certified card stock 
$29.95  

THE PRINCESS TOWER
Each window shows a 
princess getting ready for the 
ball! The shaped edge adds a 
challenge for young puzzlers. 
36pc. Rec 4yrs+ 
$34.95



Gifts + Gadgets
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EXOST JUMP MEGA PACK
Build your own stunt park! 2 friction 
cars, ramp & obstacles. Rec 5yrs+ 
$26.95

BEACH BALL PUZZLE
Mix & rotate all 6 colours and 
then solve to have them align 
all back together. Beginner to 
intermediate fun! Rec 6yrs+ 
$14.95

EXOST STUNT TANK RC
Tough RC vehicle that 

conquors all terrains, climb 
over rough ground and 

different obstacles. Rec 5yrs+ 
$49.95

TALKING ROBOT
Robot fun! Choose between 3 versions of this pint size 
fellow. 7X7x13cm. Rec 5yrs+ 
$16.95

HEXBUG DRAGON R.C.
For dragon lovers, a remote control 
that ambles along at your request! 
$39.95

HEXBUG WASP R.C.
A creepy size RC bug for racing and 
creeping out siblings!! Rec 8yrs+ 
$24.95

LOOPY LOOPERS
A series of more-ish fidget skill-based challenges. Difficulty and skills vary between each one. Spin some fast-or slow... jump the 
marble, stick to the rail, jump the gap.... Can you find your rhythm?! Choose from EDGE FLOW HOOP or JUMP
$6.95

HEXBUG REALIFE BUGS
Give your folks a scare with ‘REAL 
BUGS’! Nano vibration powers these 
scary look-a-likes! Rec 3yrs+ 
$19.95
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PLANET
You have a fresh, new planet 
core – choose your tiles 
carefully– continents, oceans, 
glaciers... to create the best 
environment to sustain animals.  
Hopefully life can imitate play. 
Rec 8yrs+ 2-4 players 
$59.95

My First Sewing KOALA
Sew a loving koala friend 
complete with a red heart. Uses 
different sewing techniques. 
Sales supports WIRES - 
Australia’s Wildlife Information, 
Rescue and Education Service. 
11x11x25cm. Rec 6yrs+ 
$22.95

STACKING STONES
Sensory rich ‘stones’ perfect for 
open-ended play, problem solving, 
concentration and developing fine 
motor skills whether for young 
hands or old. Rec 3yrs+ Designed 
and made in Australia from 
Australian sustainable hardwood. 
$59.95

BEACH TOY SET
100% green materials. Straw gives 
this 6pc set a unique speckly look.  
Super for sand and water play! 
$15.95

Play Bio SPIRAL TOWER
PoP the balls onto the top of 
the tower, they chime as they 
roll! Suits 1-4yrs. 
$39.95

Play Bio CHUNKY PEGGY
Solid base & rounded chunky pegs ready 
for teaching early skills. Rec 1-4yrs. 
$34.95

My BOTANICAL 
FLOWER PRESS
Collect flowers, leaves 
and foliage to press 
& preserve. Use your 
dried flora for arts and 
crafts. 21x21x6.5cm. 
Suits 3yrs+ 
$24.95

Saving 
our

planet

Made from an exclusive 

biocomposite material made of wood 

and plastic, designed to reduce CO2 

emissions on the planet. 


